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are all citizens and taxpayers of the state of Florida residing in Franklin County, Florida.

They own and operate several waterfront commercial businesses in Franklin County, Florida.  Each commercial business possesses a wharf extending over submerged bottomlands.  No wharf is used in conjunction

with dredging.  Each wharf was completed during the effective term of the Butler Act.

Each wharf has been in continuous operation since prior to the final repeal of the Butler Act in 1957.

Currently, each owner has a §253.129, Florida Statutes (1997) disclaimer application pending before the Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund of the State of Florida (Hereinafter "BOT").

Their applications have been suspended indefinitely by the BOT.  Their property and pecuniary interests are substantially and directly affected by any decision of this Court in the cause sub judice relating

to the Butler Act's divestiture of title to bottomlands beneath wharves or other similar structures extending over the water.   

STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS

This case is before the Court on certified conflict jurisdiction with Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund of the State of Florida v. Key West Conch Harbor, Inc., 683 So.2d 144 (Fla. 3rd DCA

1996) pursuant to Florida Rule of Appellate Procedure 9.030(a)(2)(A)(vi).

Prior to filing this case, the City of West Palm Beach constructed certain permanent improvements consisting of piers and dredging for a municipal marina.  All of these improvements were made during the

effective term of the Butler Act.

  Based on the Butler Act, the City of West Palm Beach claimed ownership of the submerged lands underneath the piers and the adjacent submerged lands which they dredged in conjunction with the use of the

piers.

At trial, the BOT conceded that the City was entitled to a disclaimer to the submerged lands underneath its piers.  At trial, the City asserted ownership to the dredged bottomlands adjacent to the piers.

At trial, the ownership of the dredged areas was the sole issue litigated.  The trial court's Final Order incorporated the parties stipulation that the City was entitled to a disclaimer as to the submerged lands

beneath the piers, but otherwise ruled against the City of West Palm Beach as to its claim of ownership of the dredged bottomlands.

On rehearing, the Appellate Court affirmed the trial court's order finding that dredging did not constitute a permanent improvement under the Butler Act and certified conflict with Key West to this Honorable

Court.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

It is well established that this Honorable Court is without jurisdiction to make an original determination of the issue concerning ownership of the submerged lands beneath Appellant's piers, advanced for

the first time before this Court by the Attorney General in his Amicus Curiae brief.  

The parties trial stipulation that Appellant owned the bottomlands beneath its piers is not subject to appeal.

The parties trial stipulation that Appellant owned the bottomlands beneath its piers is not an appealable final order.

The Butler Act does not limit its divestiture of title to bottomlands beneath wharves.  

§253.129, the savings statute of the Butler Act, confirmed the title to all lands heretofore filled or developed. 

The Butler Act intended to divest title to bottomlands beneath structures over water which improved or developed Florida's water front, including permanent improvements such as wharves and their functional

equivalent.

The Butler Act does not limit its divestiture of bottomlands to commercial enterprises.  Private noncommercial enterprises also come within the scope of the Butler Act.

This Court should reverse the Court below on the dredged areas and affirm with respect to the parties stipulation as to the bottomland beneath the piers.  This Court should not consider for the first time

on appeal the issues raised concerning bottomlands beneath Appellants piers or make any determination as to the scope of divestiture accomplished by the Butler Act regarding structures over water, regardless of whether

such structures are labeled wharves or are their functional equivalent.  
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ARGUMENT

I.  THIS HONORABLE COURT IS WITHOUT JURISDICTION TO MAKE AN ORIGINAL DETERMINATION WHETHER THE BUTLER ACT DIVESTS TITLE TO BOTTOMLANDS BENEATH PIERS BECAUSE THE PARTIES STIPULATED AT TRIAL THAT IT DID

AND THE TRIAL COURT MADE NO FINAL SUBSTANTIVE DETERMINATION OF THAT ISSUE.

The sole issue on appeal is whether Appellant's dredging activities qualify as a permanent improvement within the meaning of the Butler Act.

An original determination by this Court regarding Appellant's ownership of the submerged lands beneath its piers is improper because the trial court made no final determination on this issue.  Monticello

Drug Company v. Porter, 149 So. 25 (Fla. 1933).  To decide that issue at this stage of the proceedings puts the cart before the horse.  Such an exercise of judicial power denies adequate notice and a fair opportunity

to fully litigate this issue before a court of first instance.  Article 1, Section 9, Florida Constitution.

As no final trial order regarding ownership of the bottomlands beneath Appellant's piers has been made, this Court should not remand that issue back to the trial court for its determination.   

The Butler Act's divestiture of title as it relates to commercial or noncommercial permanent improvements is not ancillary to the issue on appeal of whether dredging constitutes a permanent improvement.

It is an independent issue, not ruled on below, being raised for the first time on appeal to this honorable Court the determation of which does not affect the outcome of the issue appealed, to wit:  does dredging constitute

a permanent improvment within the meaing of the Butler Act.  Trushin v. State, 425 So.2d 1126, 1130 (Fla. 1983) 

Appellant's ownership of the submerged lands beneath its piers is also not ancillary to the issue of whether dredging is a permanent improvement within the meaning of the Butler Act (Attorney General's

brief at p. 7).  Such ownership is an independent issue also not ruled on below.  This Court should not take jurisdiction of an issue not related to whether dredging constitutes a permanent improvement within the meaning

of the Butler Act.  Ordinarily, this Court, in recognition of the function of the trial court, will decline to exercise ancillary jurisdiction, particularly when the ancillary issue does not affect the outcome of the

issue appealed.  Trushin.  

Sub Judice an exercise of judicial power regarding ownership of submerged lands beneath Appellant's piers would not avoid needless delay in the administration of justice and piecemeal litigation (Attorney

General's brief at p.8) or affect the issue appealed.  On the contrary, such an extraordinary exercise of judicial power in this instance would harm the administration of justice.  It would prevent adequate notice of

and opportunity to fully litigate to a trial court the scope of the Butler Act's divestiture of bottomlands beneath structures over water, such as wharves, piers and docks.  

  The sole issue on appeal to this Court is whether the Appellant's dredging activities, undertaken during the effective term of the Butler Act, divested the State of it's title thereto and entitle Appellant

to a §253.129 confirmation and disclaimer.

Respondent correctly states that the issue appealed to this Court is whether the Butler Act conveyed title to an entire dredged harbour basin (Respondent's Answer Brief at p.9).  Respondent concedes that
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Appellant owns the submerged lands beneath its piers (Respondents brief at pp. 5 & 20).

At trial, Appellant and Respondent agreed that Appellant owned the bottomlands beneath its piers.  (Respondent's Answer Brief at pp. 5 & 20).  The trial court merely incorporated this agreement into its

ruling.  The trial court made no determination at all concerning the bottomlands beneath Appellant's piers.  Indeed, the trial court did not even make a determination whether the parties correctly or incorrectly concluded

that Appellant's structures were piers.  

The parties stipulation that Appellant owns the bottomlands beneath its piers is proper and is not beyond their authority.  In enacting the Butler Act, the legislature, not the party's agreement, gave

away the State's title to the bottomlands beneath Appellant's piers.  The legislature's authority to give away such lands is not in question.  Therefore, the parties trial agreement does not exceed their authority.  Indeed,

their agreement is entirely proper and comports with the legislature's divestiture of title to bottomlands.  

Due to the parties stipulation, the trial court made no final substantive determination regarding the Butler Act's application to bottomlands beneath the Appellant's piers.  Monticello.  The Fourth District

Court of Appeal recognized this and specifically stated that this case does not concern the Appellant's entitlement to a disclaimer as to the land beneath the footprint of the piers.  The Board conceded that point in

the trial court.  West Palm Beach v. Bd. of Trustees, 714 So.2d 1060, 1061 (Fla. App. 4th Dist. 1998). 

The parties agreement at trial that the Appellant owned the bottomlands beneath its piers was effectively a stipulation of settlement upon which a consent judgment was entered and cannot be appealed.

Baya v. Revitz, 281 So.2d 521,522 (Fla. App. Dist. 3rd 1973). 

Due to the parties trial agreement, the issue of divestiture of the bottomlands beneath the piers was not litigated.  Therefore, no appealable final determination thereof was made by the trial court.

Indeed, the trial court made no factual or legal determinations regarding the bottomlands beneath Appellant's piers. In Monticello Drug Co. v. Porter, 149 So. 25, 27 (Fla. 1933) this Court held that is would be inappropriate,

if not actually beyond its jurisdiction, for it to undertake to make an original determination of the facts in an equity case where it affirmatively appears that the factual issues involved have never been considered

or determined by the circuit court as a court of first instance.  In City of Miami v. State, 190 So. 774,780 (Fla. 1939), this Court repeated that it should not assume original equity jurisdiction of substantive matters

not considered by the trial court.

Therefore, Sub judice this Court should not, for the first time on appeal, make an original determination of the issues regarding the Butler Act's application to bottomlands beneath  structures over water,

such as Appellant's piers.

If this Court should look beyond the dredging issue decided by the trial court, it will necessarily require an inquiry into many issues not previously litigated or determined herein, such as the legislature's

intended scope of divestiture relating to structures over open water and whether the legislature intended that divestiture to apply solely to wharves or to other structures which are the functional equivalent of wharves

and serve the Butler Act's purpose of improving and developing water front property to benefit Florida. 

Furthermore, the trial court made no determination of and did not consider any arguments regarding the legislature's intentions in enacting §253.129, the Butler Act's savings legislation.  §253.129, utilizes

broad language confirming title to submerged lands heretofore developed and affirmatively requiring the BOT to issue disclaimers upon application.  The scope of that confirmation has not been litigated.  Arguably, when

enacting §253.129, the legislature may have sought to curtail future restrictions on its prior Butler Act grants by confirming in the upland owner title to all development and requiring the BOT to issue disclaimers thereto.

There is precedence that the legislature may well have intended §253.129 to include all structures over water constructed prior to the repeal of the Butler Act without regard to its character as a wharf, dock or pier.

When enacting the Butler Act in 1921, the legislature, at the end of paragraph three section one, confirmed without restriction the title to all improvements heretofore made.  This appeal solely concerns the

application of the Butler Act to dredged bottomlands used in conjunction with Appellant's piers, it does not involve the bottomland beneath the piers themselves, and this Court should limit its review to that issue.
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II.  A DETERMINATION OF THE SCOPE OF THE BUTLER ACT'S DIVESTITURE OF TITLE REQUIRES AN INTERPRETATION OF THE LEGISLATURE'S INTENTIONS.

A determination whether Appellant's piers are the functional equivalent of wharves and entitled to Butler Act divestiture is not before this Court.  This Court should not make an original determination

on the scope of divestiture accomplished by the Butler Act or decipher the Legislature's intent regarding that issue.  

It is said that the primary purpose of statutory interpretation is to determine the purpose of the legislature.  Tyson v. Lanier, 156 So.2d 833 (Fla. 1963).  And, courts cannot  use maxims of statutory

interpretation to amend or modify valid statutes; their particular social or economic views having no place in such a determination.  Tyson.  And, the statute must be construed in its entirety and as a whole.  Fla. Jai

Alai, Inc. v. Lake Howell Water & Reclamation Dist., 274 So.2d 522 (Fla. 1973).

The statutory maxims "ejusdem generis," meaning a limitation of general words by specific words, and "Expressio unius est exclusio alterius," meaning that the enumeration of things in a statute excludes

all other things not mentioned, are utilized to argue that any structure over water not a wharf is excluded from the Butler Act's grant of title.

However, ejusdem generis does not require that the general language "permanent improvement" be limited in its scope to the identical thing specifically named, to wit: wharves.  Children's Bootery v. Sutker,

107 So. 345 (Fla. 1926).   Such strict application of this maxim would render the subsequent general phrase "permanent improvement" entirely inoperative, thereby violating the rule that every part of a statute should

be given effect.  Pompano Horse Club, Inc., V. State, 111 So. 801 (Fla. 1927).  If the legislature had intended to strictly limit the divestiture for permanent improvements to wharves only, it could easily have stated

that divestiture was complete only upon actual construction of the wharf.  It did not do so.  It is apparent that the legislature intended something more than wharves when it stated that the divestiture was complete upon

the actual making of the "permanent improvement."  It may well have meant structures which are the functional equivalent of wharves which serve the Act's purpose of developing and improving water front property to benefit

Florida.  However, that intent has not been addressed by the trial court sub judice.  Accordingly, it is an issue which should not be addressed on appeal.  This appeal should remain limited in scope to the issue of whether

Appellant's dredging activities constitute a permanent improvement within the meaning of the Butler Act.  

Seeming to imply that piers and docks are permanent improvements, the District Court noted that application of a strict rule of statutory interpretation to the phrase "permanent improvement" denotes, at

the very least, significant structures which are the functional equivalent of the wharves referred to in the first paragraph of section one of the Butler Act.  W. Palm Beach v. Bd. of Trustees, 714 So.2d 1060,1064 (Fla.App.

4 Dist. 1998).  

When the whole sense of the Butler Act, including revisions and savings legislation, may be lost if a word such as wharves is isolated and given its strict meaning, to the exclusion of docks and piers,

then the primary rule of giving effect to the legislative intent will be followed.  Scenic Hills Utility Co. v. Pensacola

The overriding purpose of the Butler Act was to improve and development water front property for the benefit of Florida prior to its repeal in 1957.This purpose is illustrated in the first three paragraphs

of Section One of the Butler Act, which state: 

Section 1.  Whereas, It is for the benefit of the State of Florida that water front property be improved and developed; and
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Whereas, the State being the proprietor of all submerged lands and water privileges within its boundaries, which prevents the riparian owners from improving their water lots;
therefore

The State of Florida, for the consideration above mentioned, subject to any inalienable trust under which the State holds said lands, divests itself of all right, title and interest to
all lands covered by water ... and hereby vests the full title to the same, subject to said [public] trust...

Provided, that the grant herein made shall apply to and affect only those submerged lands which have been, or may be hereafter, actually bulk-headed or filled in or permanently improved...

The Butler Act explicitly divested the state of all its right, title and interest to submerged lands and vested full title in the upland riparian owner, conditioned only on the actual making of the permanent

improvement.The consideration for this grant being the legislative determination that the State of Florida benefited from the improvement and development of water front property.  

  The modern trend to restrict the transfer of title to bottomlands cannot divest upland owners of lands previously granted and confirmed to them.  Their rights vested, if at all, at the time the permanent

improvement was constructed.  Once vested, the State cannot take those rights without compensation.

Therefore, any interpretation of the legislature's intent regarding wharves should also include their functional equivalents, such as piers and docks, as serving the Act's purpose of improving and developing

water front property for the benefit of the state of Florida for those permanent improvements actually made before the Act's repeal in 1957.

CONCLUSION

This Court should limit its examination on appeal to the issue of whether the Appellant's dredging activities in conjunction with its piers vests it with the title to the dredged bottomlands, affirm the

parties stipulation that Appellant owns the bottomlands beneath its piers and not consider any further issues.  
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